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Fiji
Synopsis

Join an adventurer donkey, named Diesel, and his local guide megabat (endemic to Fiji), to explore the Fijian islands and isle-groups from A to Z: public health and education systems, eco-tourism industry, accommodation (luxury hotels, over-water bures, bengals, self-contained huts), flora, fauna, folklore, cuisine, and more. Whether you tour with pace of the donkey Diesel, or through the eyes of an upside-down bat Alo-i-Lalo (literally, 'upside down' in Fijian), ... na Diesel turaga oqo e na sauma taucoko ('the gentleman Diesel will pay for all')! ... Vanuinui vinaka e nomu volau ('bone voyage')!
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Customer Reviews

Written in pourquoi tale genre, "Fiji" completes a series of travel-diaries in the line with: (1) Amalfi Coast, Italy; (2) Amazing Bavaria, (3) Amazing Berlin; (4) Amazing Cave-Houses; (5) Amazing Domes; (6) Amazing Dublin; (7) Amazing Falkland Islands; (8) Amazing French Riviera; (9) Amazing Florence; (10) Amazing Gozo, Malta; (11) Amazing Greenland; (12) Amazing Iceland; (13) Amazing Innsbruck; (14) Amazing Jurmala, Latvia; (15) Amazing Monaco; (16) Amazing Naples; (17) Amazing Palau; (18) Amazing Paris; (19) Amazing Railways; (20) Amazing Salzburg; (21) Amazing Scotland; (22) Amazing Vatican; (23) Amazing Vienna; (24) Amazing Windows; (25) Amazing Wyoming; (26) Amazing ZÃƒÂ rich; (27) Austin, Texas; (28) Bruges & Ghent, Belgium; (29) Cabo San Lucas; (30) Christmas Island; (31) Cork & Kenmare, Ireland; (32) Easter Iseiland, Chile; (33) Exquisite Bath, England; (34) Fifty Odd Loci in the United States; (35) Interlaken and Saint Moritz, Switzerland; (36) Island Saint Helena: British Overseas; (37) Isle of Man; (38) Lafayette, Louisiana; (39) Montserrat, British West Indies; (40) Myrtle Beach, SC; (41) Odd &
OutrÃƒÂ© Places of Washington, D.C; (42) Palma de Mallorca, Spain; (43) Poznan, Poland; (44) Santa Fe, NM; (45) Sardinia, Italy; (46) Sintra, Portugal; (47) South Georgia & Sandwich Islands, Britain; (48) Strasbourg, France; (49) Svalbard, Norway; (50) The Faroe Islands; (51) The Trulli of Alberobello, Italy; and (52) Tristan da Cunha. Also, find some 80 other books (historical recaps, musical rubrics, fashion rubrics, children books from "Friday Night Talk" series, and textbooks in "Law, Medicine, and Psychology" series) written by this author in English and German. Most recently, Naira has released her first CD Album ("Sundry Oldies") of 15 songs in 6 languages, available in .com. Thank you for visiting us.
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